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This paper provides an overview of hot stamping of light alloys using a method known as HFQ® 

forming. We present a new method of forming complex shaped automotive components through the 

use of a hot stamping process for high strength AA6082 alloy. In particular, the component selected 

for study is a complex automotive door inner component that could not be conventionally formed 

from such a strong alloy. The forming process is described and the post-formed thickness 

distribution is presented. An FE simulation is given to demonstrate the potential to predict the 

forming process and to provide guidance as to the final component thicknesses. 
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1.   Introduction 

Legislative requirements as well as rapidly fluctuating fuel prices have led to 

manufacturers of vehicles and aircraft to reduce the fuel consumption and carbon 

footprint during both production and operational life [1, 2]. Considerable effort has been 

made by industry to address these issues, particularly in the EU, by improving propulsion 

technologies and structural component weight.  

 

One such avenue of research is the development of hot stamped boron steel parts, which 

can offer excellent strength-to-weight ratios due to exceptionally high yield and tensile 

strengths that may now exceed 1370MPa and 2000MPa respectively [3]. Another avenue 

is to produce steel parts with tailored properties to improve energy absorption of the 

assembled structure [4]. 
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However, the steel hot stamping process is limited to relatively simple geometries when 

compared to the many pressed panels used on modern automotive body structures. There 

are also issues associated with the downstream processing of hot stamped steel 

components, which restricts form, trim tolerances and secondary forming operations. 

Thus, a complementary or alternative strategy is required to lightweight components not 

suitable for hot stamped steel solutions, and also to replace hot stamped steel in order to 

overcome issues with joining dissimilar materials. 

 

The use of lightweight materials such as composites [5], magnesium [6] and aluminum 

alloys for car body and chassis structures has been the most promising solution due to the 

large weight savings made possible by material substitution. Automobile manufacturers 

have encountered prohibitively high material and production costs in the use and end-of-

life recycling of composites, hence limiting these materials to racing cars, sports cars and 

luxury super-cars. For conventional passenger vehicles, the cost-weight balance is in 

favor of the use of aluminum alloys for premier and mass production cars. Price 

competitive automotive aluminum alloys, such as 6xxx and 5xxx series are available in 

large quantities, which are being used for automotive body panels. These panels are 

typically of lower strength and simple shape complexity than the conventional steel ones 

they have replaced. 

 

A technology named solution-Heat treatment, cold-die Forming & Quenching (HFQ) [7], 

has been developed which allows aluminum and other light weight alloys to be formed 

into complex geometries through the increased drawing depth, sharper bend radii and 

elimination of spring-back that can be achieved compared to traditional stamping 

processes. The aim of this paper is to present the forming of an automotive door inner 

component along with the experimentation undertaken to study an FE simulation model 

developed specifically for modeling this forming process. 

2.   Solution-Heat treatment, cold-die Forming & Quenching (HFQ) process  

The HFQ process combines heat treatment and forming in a single operation in order to 

produce high strength, high precision, complex-shaped and lightweight sheet components 

at high volumes [7]. The light alloy blank is first heated to its Solution Heat Treatment 

(SHT) temperature in order to obtain a homogeneous solid solution microstructure 

enabling high ductility and formability. During SHT the precipitate phases are dissolved 

into the material matrix. The SHT temperature should be close to the solidus temperature 

of the alloy in order to take advantage of the high rates of dissolution of precipitates [8, 

9]. However, exceeding the solidus temperature can result in liquid phases that result in 

poor mechanical properties. The effects of SHT time on the mechanical properties of 

AA6082 aluminum have been investigated in [8]. Further work in [10], reports a study 

into the SHT effects of 6xxx series alloy, and concludes that ductility initially increases 

with SHT time but once complete further solutionizing time does not improve ductility.  

 

The solutionized blank is transferred to the press. A fast press speed is selected to 

enhance the work hardening and strain rate hardening effects of the material [11]. The 

tools are held closed under load for several seconds in order to rapidly quench the 

material and avoid precipitate formation [12]. After quenching, the component is 
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removed from the tools and transferred for a post-form ageing process in order to 

improve material strength. A summary of the HFQ process is shown in Fig. 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1.  HFQ forming process diagram 

 

Examples of laboratory scale components formed with this process are reported in the 

literature. The process of HFQ forming a stiffener component with outer dimensions 

200mm x 65mm x 18mm depth through 1.5mm sheet is reported in [13]. In [14] the 

evaluation of 80mm diameter cup-forming tests are reported and the failure features are 

discussed. In the present study, the performance of HFQ when forming a large 

automotive component has been studied. The following section presents the forming and 

evaluation of a door inner component produced via the HFQ method. 

2.1.   Forming of Door-Inner Component 

Tooling for a door inner having nominal dimensions of 1500mm x 900mm x 200mm was 

used to evaluate the HFQ process. Features such as tight radii and a large draw depth 

result in a challenging component which cannot be manufactured from AA6082 using 

traditional methods. 

 

An AP&T hot stamping press cell was used for the trials. The AA6082 blank was 

solutionized in a multi-layer furnace. The blank was transferred by a robotic handling 

system to a high-speed hydraulic press. The part was formed and held under load until 

fully quenched (approx. 10s). The formed component was aged using an Aerotherm 

furnace in order to obtain the peak aged condition. Fig. 2 shows the successful form (a) 

and trimmed component (b) in AA6082.  
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Fig. 2.  Successfully formed door-inner component: (a) as formed and (b) post-form trimmed component. 

(Dimensions are in mm) 

 
 

Optimization of the blank shape was critical to forming a successful part. Controlled 

adjustment of the material flow and material stretch could be achieved by adjusting the 

blank shape. Defects such as folding and wrinkling were overcome by the local addition 

of material to the blank. Tearing and excessive thinning were corrected by local trimming 

of the blank shape.  

3.   Evaluation of post-form mechanical properties  

In order to evaluate mechanical performance of the post-form aged component, a series 

of hardness test and tensile tests were performed close to a selected number of critical 

regions. An FEA model was then developed to predict the observed thinning response 

and provide a predicted thinning map of the entire component.  In that way, the thinning 

at critical features could be visualized.  

3.1.   Hardness test results 

Hardness tests (Hv5) were performed on 25 locations of the formed component using a 

Zwick/Roell Z2.5 testing machine in order to identify the variation of hardness 

throughout the component. It was found that the hardness results of 111±2Hv were 

recorded, which is within the reading of 113±2Hv recorded for the as-supplied AA6082 

T6 alloy. Therefore, it was concluded that the tempering of the component had been 

successful. 

3.2.   Tensile test results 

Tensile tests in accordance with BS EN ISO 6892 were performed on samples taken from 

the HFQ formed panels. The minimum 0.2% proof strength of AA6082 is 260MPa [15].  

The 0.2% proof stress of the panel was found to be 284±4 MPa. 

4.   Analysis of material flow  

Traditionally, a deep or complex aluminium form would be manufactured using a 

superplastic forming method, such as blow forming [16]. Such methods rely on material 

stretch, as the blank is clamped, preventing draw-in of material. As a result, thinning is 

more pronounced than for tranditional forming methods. However, the HFQ method is 
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(a) 

similar to conventional pressing methods as material flows in to the tool. This results in a 

lower average thinning across the part. 

 

The thinning behaviour of the formed component was evaluated using a Proceq Zonotip 

ultrasonic thickness measuring device fitted with a D1771 probe. The thickness of the 

component was measured at 50 locations. The ultrasonic measurement system was 

limited to flat or large radius curvature areas due to the size of the 16mm diameter 

transducer tip. To overcome this limitation the forming process was simulated in order to 

obtain a detailed thinning map. 

 

An FEA model was created to provide a good match to the measured thickness values 

and to provide simulated thinning values for the whole part. In Fig. 3, the results from the 

ultrasonic measurements are shown against an FE simulation of the process. The 

simulation was performed using PAMSTAMP software. The FE simulation used visco-

plastic materials data, adapted and interpolated from the data presented in [14], see Fig. 4.  

The model assumed a friction coefficient of 0.5.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.  Comparison of simulation results and ultrasonic thickness measurements, where (a) view from side of 

component and (b) view facing top of component. 

(b) 
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Fig. 4.  Stress-strain data used in simulations, where (a) strain rate of 0.1s-1, (b) strain rate of 1s-1 and (c) strain 
rate of 10s-1. 

 

The thinning maps show the majority of the part is formed with minimal thinning (less 

than 10% thinning). This is due to the considerable draw in of material. Localized stretch 

is predicted in the edge radii and side walls of small features. However, thinning is not 

predicted to exceed 30% at any point in the form, which is well within the strain 

capabilities of AA6082 during HFQ forming. 

 

Fig. 3a shows the catch end of the door inner in which some localized thinning is 

predicted. The thickness measurements also identify the localized area of thinning. If 

such thinning is pronounced, the off-part die surface can be modified in the local region 

to encourage material draw. In practice, such regions are normally acceptable and can be 

accounted for in crash simulation. 

5.   Conclusions 

HFQ is a viable means to deep draw complex parts from high-strength lightweight alloys.  

In contrast to the hot stamping of boron steels, complex geometries can be formed. The 

process is suitable for use with many common aluminum grades, including AA6082 and 
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high-strength AA7075. Sufficient draw-in of material occurs to avoid excessive thinning.  

Parts are both formed and tempered during the process. 
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